Abstract. We investigate cocompact lattices in a locally compact locally prop-complete Kac-Moody group of rank 2. We prove, under mild assumptions, that a cocompact lattice in this completion contains no p-elements: this statement is an open question for the Caprace-Rémy-Ronan completion. Using this, modulo results of Capdeboscq and Thomas, we classify edge-transitive cocompact lattices and describe a cocompact lattice of minimal covolume.
In the present paper we study cocompact lattices in the local pro-p-completion p G. We prove that a cocompact lattice in p G contains no p-elements. We establish pushing and pulling procedures connecting cocompact lattices in p G with cocompact lattices in G without p-elements. As an upshot, we describe the minimal covolume cocompact lattices in p G. Let us describe the content of this paper section-by-section. In Section 1 we set up the scene defining the key Kac-Moody groups and discussing their structure.
In Section 2 we study the p-elements and the cocompact lattices in p G. We prove one of the main results of this paper that enable our investigation of covolumes later on:
Main Theorem 1. (fusion of Theorems 2.3 and 2.8) Let A be a 2ˆ2 generalised Cartan matrix with all |a ij | ě 2. Let D be a root datum of type A. The following statements hold for the corresponding (to D) locally pro-p-complete Kac-Moody group p G over the field of q " p a elements:
(1) A cocompact lattice Γ of p G contains no elements of order p. (2) Any element of order p in p G is contained in a conjugate of the subgroup U of p G.
In Section 3 we define the push-forward and the pull-back of cocompact lattices. If Γ ď p G is a cocompact lattice, then its push-forward πpΓ q ď G is a cocompact lattice. If Γ ď G ď G is a cocompact lattice, then its pull-back Γ ď G ď p G is a cocompact lattice. Notice that both push-forward and pull-back preserve the isomorphism class of a cocompact lattice.
In Section 4 we compare covolumes of cocompact lattices in p G and G. After a suitable normalisation the covolumes do not change and could be computed on the set X 0 of vertices of the Bruhat-Tits building of G (see Proposition 4.1):
Gq " µpΓ zGq " ÿ rxsPΓ zX0
1 |Γ x | .
In Section 5 we utilise the results of Capdeboscq and Thomas [5] about cocompact lattices in G. We prove the second main result of this paper:
Main Theorem 2. Let A be a symmetric 2ˆ2 generalised Cartan matrix with all |a ij | ě 2. Let D be a simply-connected root datum of type A. The following statements hold for the corresponding (to D) locally pro-p-complete Kac-Moody group p G over the field of q " p a elements:
(1) p G admits a cocompact lattice. (2) If q ě 514, then there exist δ P t1, 2, 4u such that
.
In Section 6 we discuss cocompact lattices in p G for more general Cartan matrices. We formulate several questions and conjectures facilitating further research of locally pro-p-complete groups p G and their cocompact lattices.
Two Completions of Kac-Moody Groups
Let F " F q be a finite field, where q " p a , for some prime p. Let
A "ˆa 11 a 12 a 21 a 22˙"ˆ2 a 12 a 21 2ḃ e a 2ˆ2 generalised Cartan matrix with maxpa 21 , a 12 q ď´2.
Recall that a root datum of type A is a quintuple D " pA, X , Y, Π, Π _ q where ‚ Y is a finitely generated free abelian group, ‚ X " Hom Z pY, Zq is its dual group, ‚ Π " tα 1 , α 2 u Ă X is the (ordered) set of simple roots,
set of simple coroots, satisfying a single axiom α i pα _ j q " a ji for all i, j P t1, 2u. The Weyl group of A is the infinite dihedral group
We use the standard notation rw i w j s m :" w i w j w i . . . (m symbols w in the right hand side) for elements of W . The set of real roots is
Denote by Φ`the set of positive real roots and Φ´the set of negative real roots. The set Φ`can be written as a disjoint union of the two sets Φ 1 and Φ 2 :
We also need the sets´Φ 1 :" t´α | α P Φ`u and´Φ 2 . Let G " G D pFq be the Kac-Moody group over the field F associated to a root datum D of type A (cf. [10, 18, 3] ). To define it we introduce an additive group U α :" tx α ptq | t P Fu , x α ptqx α psq " x α pt`sq , U α -pF,`q for each real root α and the torus
Let F be the free product of H and all U α , α P Φ. We require the following elements of F defined for α P Φ, t P Fˆ, i P t1, 2u:
‚ n α ptq :" x α ptqx´αpt´1qx α ptq, n i ptq :" n αi ptq, ‚ h α ptq :" n α ptqn α p1q´1, h i ptq :" n αi ptq. The Kac-Moody group G " G D pFq of type A is a quotient group of F by the following relations:
(1)
Using the adjoint representation adpxqpyq " rx, ys, we define the following operators on g:
It is easy to observe that η 2 i pe i q " e i , η 2 i pf i q " f i and η 2 i pe j q "˘e j , η 2 i pf j q "˘f j with the same sign for i ‰ j. Let us define the signs ǫ i P t´1, 1u by
A real root α can be written as α " wpα j q for unique j and w " rw s w t s m P W . We define the signs by
Notice that this agrees with the definition in Carter and Chen [10] because we can define the corresponding root element in g by e α :" rη s η t s m pe j q so that
Notice that the relation (5) is simpler in our case (rank 2 and maxpa 21 , a 12 q ď´2) than in the general case [10] for two reasons. First, the conditions in the relation (5) describe precisely all prenilpotent pairs of roots α, β. Second, α`β is no longer a root so that all our commutator relations are trivial.
Let F " F q . Note that U α -pF q ,`q. We also have subgroups U´" xU α | α P Φ´y and U :" U`" xU α | α P Φ`y.
The group G admits a pB, N q-pair structure, with
where H " B X N . Then the standard maximal parabolic subgroups are
The pB, N q-pair structure yields an associated Bruhat-Tits building X of G. In our case (a Kac-Moody group of rank 2 over a finite field F q ) the building X is a pq`1q-regular tree. Let X 0 and X 1 denote respectively the set of vertices and the set of edges of X . The elements of X 0 correspond to the conjugates of the parabolics P i , i " 1, 2, and elements of X 1 to the conjugates of B. In particular, we have two types of vertices -corresponding respectively to P 1 and P 2 . The group G acts naturally on X with fundamental domain an edge. The action on X yields an action topology, called the building topology on G and the corresponding completion q G. The kernel of the natural map G Ñ q G is non-trivial: it is equal to the centre of G.
Caprace and Rémy [8] define a local version of the same topology. The completion G of G with respect to this topology retains the centre. Let c P X 1 be the edge fixed by B. For each n P N define
where d denotes the distance on X . Using this Caprace and Rémy define the following left-invariant metric d`: GˆG Ñ R`on G:
Write G for the completion of G with respect to this topology. It is worth noticing that G is a locally compact totally disconnected group with a pB, N q-pair pB, N q, where B denotes the closure of B in G [8] . Capdeboscq and Rumynin [4] introduce the local version of the pro-p-topology on G. Let
The set F is a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of 1 in U and, thus, gives a topology on B. This also defines a topology on G [4, Theorem 1.2]. Capdeboscq and Rumynin show that the completion p G of G with respect to this topology is a locally compact totally disconnected group with pB, N q-pair p p B, N q, where p B is the completion of B [4] . Moreover, p B is open in p G and p B " p U ⋊ H, with p U being the full pro-p completion of U [4] . We will call the group p G the local pro-p completion of G.
Behaviour of p-elements in p G
Having introduced the groups p G and G, we are ready to investigate their cocompact lattices. To discuss these two groups in parallel, we talk about a group r G P t p G, Gu. Using Φ 1 and Φ 2 from Section 1, let us define the following abelian p-groups:
We may now consider
where clp q denotes the closure in the relevant topology on the complete KacMoody group. Note that U 2 " w 1 U 1 w´1 1 . We will be interested in the conjugates of U 1 , and so we denote by U :" U 1 .
Definition 2.1. We say that a complete Kac-Moody group r G is p-well-behaved, if the following conditions hold:
G is contained in a conjugate of the subgroup U.
The aim of this section is to show that the local pro-p complete group p G is p-well-behaved. It is an open conjecture that G is p-well-behaved [5] .
Lemma 2.2. Let U " xU α | α P Φ`y, and U 1 and U 2 are as above. Then U is a free product of U 1 and U 2 .
Proof. By [19, Proposition 4] , U is an amalgamated product of U 1 and U 2 along the intersection U 0 " U 1 X U 2 . However, U 0 " 1 [5] . The result follows. Now we are ready to tackle Property (P2): Theorem 2.3. Any element of order p in p G is contained in a conjugate of the subgroup U of p G.
Proof [12] show that if a group decomposes as a free pro-p product of two groups, then all the torsion is contained in a conjugate of one of the factors. Hence, g is contained in a conjugate of one of x U i , i " 1, 2. Since U " clpU 1ˆ´U2 q, the proof is now complete. Our next step is to explain why Property (P2) implies Property (P1). We begin our investigation with a lemma.
Hertfort and Ribes
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a minimal Kac-Moody group of rank 2 over F q , p G its local pro-p completion and G its Caprace-Rémy completion. Let
Proof. Recall that for two groups to be isomorphic as topological groups, we need to show existence of a continuous abstract group isomorphism with a continuous inverse. Let π : p G ։ G be the natural map. This is an open continuous homomorphism with kernel kerpπq " C [4] . Consider the group p G{C as a topological group with respect to the quotient topology coming from p G. We have a commutative diagram:
where θ is the quotient map and s π is the natural map induced by π and factoring through θ. Note that since kerpπq " C, s π is in fact an isomorphism of abstract groups. Moreover, the map θ is a continuous, open surjection [13, 5.16 Since p G is first countable and, thus, metrizable, its topology is determined by sequences. In particular, in a metrizable topological space compactness is equivalent to sequential compactness. x n :" g n ug´n , n P N has a limit point in C.
Proof. Since π is surjective [5, Cor. 4.3] implies that there exists g P p G, such that
Take a compact open subgroup K ď p G. Since πpKq is a neighbourhood of 1 G , there exists N P N, such that πpx n q P πpKq for all n ą N . Hence, x n P KC for all n ą N .
It remains to observe that KC is compact, and so px n q contains a convergent subsequence py n q in KC. Its limit z " lim y n must belong to C because πpzq " lim πpy n q " lim πpx n q " 1 G .
We are nearly ready to prove property (P1) for p G. The final ingredient we need is the following result for cocompact lattices:
is a closed subset of p G .
Proof. Let us show that Γ admits a compact fundamental domain r K in p G, i.e., a compact subset r
For each x P p G the set Γ xK is open and Γ -equivariant. By the definition of the quotient topology, θpxqK " θpΓ xKq
Gu is an open cover of Γ z p G. But Γ is cocompact, so we can choose a finite subcover tθpx i qK | i " 1, . . . , nu. It follows that r K :" Ť n i"1 x i K is a compact fundamental domain. The rest of the argument follows Gelfand, Graev and Piatetsky-Shapiro [11, p. 10] . Take x P clpu p G q. Since p G is first countable, there exists a sequence pg´1 i ug i q with g i P p G, i P N, convergent to x. Let us write each g i as u i k i for some u i P Γ , k i P r K. Since r K is compact and first countable, we can choose a convergent subsequence of pk i q. Thus, without loss of generality pk i q converges to some k P r K. Observe that
Since Γ is discrete, u´1 n uu n " kxk´1 for all sufficiently large n, so that x P u p G .
Note that since the map π : p G Ñ G is closed, the set πpu p G q " πpuq G is closed for every u from any cocompact lattice Γ . Proof. Let Γ be a cocompact lattice. Consider u P Γ such that |u| " p. By the proof of Theorem 2.3, u is contained in a conjugate of x U 1 or x U 2 . Without loss of generality, u P x U 1 . By Proposition 2.6 there exists a g P p G, such that the sequence x n :" g n ug´n, n P N, has a limit point x P C. By construction, the sequence px n q lies in the closed set u p G .
Thus x P u p G X C. Since C acts trivially on the Bruhat-Tits building of G, so does x. This is a contradiction: elements of x U 1 do not act trivially on the Bruhat-Tits building of G.
Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.3 show that p
G is p-well-behaved.
Push and pull for cocompact lattices
Given a continuous homomorphism θ : H Ñ J of locally compact groups with a non-discrete kernel, one should not expect a relationship between lattices in H and J. If Γ is a lattice in H, then θpΓ q is not necessarily a lattice. In the opposite direction, if Γ is a lattice in J, then θ´1pΓ q is never discrete. However, we can push and pull cocompact lattices along the quotient map. Proposition 3.1. Let θ : H Ñ J be a continuous homomorphism of locally compact groups with a compact kernel K and a closed cocompact image. If Γ is a cocompact lattice in H, then θpΓ q is a cocompact lattice in J.
Proof. Let us show that θpΓ q is discrete. Suppose not. Then we can pick a net px i q Ď Γ such that the net pθpx iconverges to some a R θpΓ q.
Choose a compact open subgroup V ď J. There exists an ordinal N such that θpx i q P aV and, consequently, x i P θ´1paV q for all i ě N . Notice that θ´1paV q is compact because Kzθ´1paV q -aV XθpHq and both K and aV XθpHq are compact. Hence, we can find a convergent subnet y j (of x i ) inside θ´1paV q. As Γ is discrete, the net y j is eventually constant, i.e., there exists an ordinal M , such that y j " y M for all j ě M . It is a contradiction: a " lim θpx i q " lim θpy j q " θpy M q P θpΓ q.
The space θpΓ qzJ admits a fibration
whose base θpHqzJ and whose fibre θpΓ qzθpHq are both compact. Hence, θpΓ qzJ is compact and θpΓ qzJ is cocompact, finishing the proof.
We can control the push-forward of cocompact lattices along the map π : p G Ñ G more tightly than for a general map:
First note that Γ X C is finite since Γ is discrete and C is compact and first countable. Since C is the intersection of Sylow p-subgroups of p G, every finite order element in Γ X C must have order p k . But p G is p-well-behaved, in particular, cocompact lattices do not contain elements of order p. It follows that Γ X C " t1 p G u. Proof. Suppose Γ ď p G is not discrete. Then there exists a sequence x n P Γ convergent to a P p G such that a R Γ . Since πpaq " lim πpx n q and Γ is discrete in G, πpaq P Γ and the sequence πpx n q is eventually equal to πpaq. Thus, there exists N , such that x n P aC for all n ě N . Moreover, x n P aC X G for all n ě N since Γ Ď G. Now observe that the set aC X G has at most one element. Consider two of its elements ag and ah with g, h P C. Then pagq´1ah " g´1h P C X G that is equal to t1u because Γ is a subgroup of G as well. Inevitably g " h and |aC X G| ď 1. It follows that x n " x N for all n ě N and a " x N P Γ , a contradiction, showing that Γ is discrete in p G. It remains to observe that Γ z p G is compact because it fits into a fibration
with the compact base and the compact fibre.
1 By a fibration we mean a not necessarily locally trivial fibre bundle, i.e., a continuous map ϕ with homeomorhpic fibres.
Covolumes
Following Bass and Lubotzky [1] , let us discuss how the processes of pushing and pulling cocompact lattices affect their covolumes. Recall that for a locally compact group H acting on a set X with compact open stabilisers H x , x P X there is a natural covolume of a discrete subgroup Γ ď H defined by
where Γ x " H x X Γ . Moreover, VolpΓ zzXq ă 8 if and only if Γ is a lattice (forcing H to be unimodular) and
where µ is a right-invariant Haar measure on H. In this case, we can choose µ on H in such a way that (see [1, 1.5 
])
VolpΓ zzXq " µ Γ zH pΓ zHq.
We wish to consider covolumes of cocompact lattices in p G and G. Recall that a rank 2 Kac-Moody group over a finite field has a Bruhat-Tits building X which is a tree. The set of vertices X 0 consists of conjugates of the parabolic subgroups P 1 and P 2 described in Section 1. Let x i denote the vertex corresponding to P i and rx i s its equivalence class under the action of G, i " 1, 2. Then Consequently, there exist non-commuting subgroups U α and U β for prenilpotent pairs tα, βu. Nevertheless, the groups p G and G still exist in this case [4] and many of our general results about them, e.g., Lemma 2.4, Proposition 2.6, Lemma 2.7, Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.4, Proposition 4.1 are still applicable. The group p G is still first countable, although Lemma 2.5 requires a new, subtler proof.
The current proof does not work because Lemma 2.2, a key result for all consequent analysis, fails. Hence, we do not know whether many major results, e.g., Theorem 2.3, Theorem 2.8, Lemma 3.2, Corollary 3.3 remain valid. We state some of them in a series of conjectures and questions. Question 6.5. Determine a cocompact lattice of minimal covolume in p G and compute its covolume.
6.3. Higher rank. Let us now consider a higher rank generalised Kac-Moody matrix A. The groups p G and G exist in this case [4] . We expect that the group p G is still first countable (cf. Lemma 2.5). Consequently, the general results about them, e.g., Lemma 2.4, Proposition 2.6, Lemma 2.7, Proposition 3.1, Proposition 3.4, Proposition 4.1 are still applicable.
It would be interesting to know when these groups admit cocompact lattices. If A is affine, not of type Ă A n , Borel and Harder prove that G does not admit cocompact lattices [2] . Now suppose that A has an irreducible principal minor that is affine, not of type Ă A n . Caprace and Monod observe that G does not admit a cocompact lattice either [7, Remark 4.4] . Proposition 3.1 implies that p G does not admit a cocompact lattice either. On the other hand, cocompact lattices exist in a right-angled Kac-Moody group G [6] . The right-angled Kac-Moody groups are a subclass of the groups in the following conjecture: Conjecture 6.6. If any irreducible principal minor of A of affine type is of type r A m , then the Kac-Moody group p G admits a cocompact lattice.
Question 6.7. Determine a cocompact lattice of minimal covolume in p G and compute its covolume.
